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ABSTRACT

Imagine, however, if one had a single wireless charger that was
able to charge all of its surrounding devices simultaneously, even
if they were on the user’s body or in her purse. In some sense, this
would emulate a miniature WiFi hotspot –i.e., the wireless charger
would act as a power access point; once the user is in the vicinity of the charger, her devices start receiving power as needed,
and if she moves away the charging stops. One could use such
a charger as a desk mat. Whenever the user sits at her desk, the
iPhone in her pocket, the tablet in her purse, and the smartwatch
on her wrist would charge automatically without even thinking of
them, as shown in Fig. 1b.
But how can one deliver a wireless power hotspot? As we investigate the answer to this question, we focus on charging via magnetic
coupling because it is the approach adopted by the wireless charging standards [6, 7] and all consumer wireless charging products,
and is deemed safe and compliant with FCC rules [8].1 In magnetic coupling, the power transmitter uses one or more coils. When
an AC current traverses the transmitter’s coil, it creates a variable
magnetic field. If this magnetic field traverses a nearby coil, it generates an electric current, hence delivering power to that device. The
stronger the magnetic field is at the receiver, the more power is delivered. The challenge, however, is that the magnetic field dies very
quickly with distance, and hence typical wireless charging devices
operate at a very short distance of a couple of centimeters [6, 15].
Last year however, a MobiCom paper proposed a solution called
MagMIMO [1], where multiple coils on the transmitter act as a
multi-antenna system, shaping the magnetic field in a beam and
focusing it on the receiver, in a manner similar to beamforming in
MIMO systems.2 The paper demonstrated that for a single receiver,
beamforming of the magnetic field can increase the charging range
up to 40 cm and allow for a flexible phone orientation. Motivated
by this recent development, we investigate whether one can charge
multiple receivers at distance by shaping the magnetic field in multiple beams focused on the various receivers.
At first blush, it might seem that one can beamform the magnetic field to multiple receivers by directly borrowing from multiuser MIMO. Unfortunately, there is an intrinsic difference between
multi-user MIMO in RF communications and the physics of wireless charging. Specifically, consider the effect of introducing mul-

Each year, consumers carry an increasing number of gadgets on
their person: mobile phones, tablets, smartwatches, etc. As a result,
users must remember to recharge each device, every day. Wireless
charging promises to free users from this burden, allowing devices
to remain permanently unplugged. Today’s wireless charging, however, is either limited to a single device, or is highly cumbersome,
requiring the user to remove all of her wearable and handheld gadgets and place them on a charging pad.
This paper introduces MultiSpot, a new wireless charging technology that can charge multiple devices, even as the user is wearing
them or carrying them in her pocket. A MultiSpot charger acts as an
access point for wireless power. When a user enters the vicinity of
the MultiSpot charger, all of her gadgets start to charge automatically. We have prototyped MultiSpot and evaluated it using off-theshelf mobile phones, smartwatches, and tablets. Our results show
that MultiSpot can charge 6 devices at distances of up to 50 cm.
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1.

I NTRODUCTION
Our daily lives rely on a multitude of personal mobile devices,
such as phones, tablets, and wearables. While every new device
has made our lives easier in many respects, having to remember
and manage to charge all of our mobile devices is a recurring and
increasingly significant burden. If we could wirelessly charge our
devices, it would alleviate this daily anxiety, and may even allow
such devices to be permanently unplugged. While previous work
has taken initial steps towards this goal, it remains limited to a single device at a time [1, 2, 3], or is highly cumbersome requiring the
user to remove all of her wearable and handheld gadgets and place
them on a charging pad [4, 5], as in Fig. 1a.

1
In particular, we use magnetic resonance [7]. Some start-ups have
advocated the use of RF radiation [9, 10], ultrasound [11], or
lasers [12] for wireless power transfer. None of those approaches
have made it into the standards for consumer electronics. Further,
charging consumer electronics, e.g., phones, using RF or lasers
raises safety concerns [13, 14] (for further details see §2).
2
The term “magnetic beamforming” in [1] and this paper refers to
shaping the magnetic flux in the near field in the form of a beam
(or multiple beams). In contrast, traditional beamforming in wireless communication systems operates over radiated waves in the far
field.
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Implementation and Results: We built a prototype of MultiSpot
and evaluated it with smart phones, a smartwatch, and a tablet. We
also compared MultiSpot to multiple baselines: Duracell Powermat [4], Energizer Qi [5] and LUXA2 [16], and a reference design
by WiTricity called WiT-5000 [15]. Our results show the following:
Wireless Power
Hotspot

(a) Today’s Wireless Charging

• MultiSpot can charge 6 devices at distances up to 50 cm, whereas
the baselines are limited to 2 devices at 5cm.
• MultiSpot charges different types of devices simultaneously.
When attached to an office desk, and with the user sitting at
the desk, MultiSpot simultaneously charged a smartwatch on the
user’s wrist, an iPhone in her pocket, and a nearby tablet, keyboard, and touchpad.
• MultiSpot’s charging time is lower than all wireless charging
baselines, for the same distance. The charging time depends on
distance. For distances less than 20 cm, MultiSpot charges two
phones from dead batteries to full charge in less than 1.5x of the
time taken for wired charging. The charging time increases to 3x
when the phones are 35cm away from the charger, and 5x when
they are 50cm away.
• Interestingly, the presence of multiple receivers can increase the
range of power transfer. We show that the maximal range is 10cm
larger with two phones than it is with one phone, and 17cm larger
with 4 phones.
• Finally, we compare MagMIMO [1] to MultiSpot in the presence
of two phones. Our results show that MagMIMO’s charging time
is comparable to MultiSpot only when the two phones are colocated and hence can be considered as one device. Otherwise,
MagMIMO takes an order of magnitude longer time or might
fail to charge one of the phones altogether. This is because MagMIMO has no mechanism to disentangle the magnetic couplings
of different receivers, and hence in the presence of multiple receivers it can fail to compute the correct beamforming solution.

(b) MultiSpot Charging Hotspot

Figure 1: (a): Today’s wireless chargers require careful placement
of each device on the charging pad. (b) MultiSpot acts as a wireless
power hotspot. Mounted as a desk mat, it charges all surrounding
personal electronics, including cellphones, tablets, smartwatches,
wireless keyboards and touchpads.

tiple receivers. In a conventional wireless communication system,
each receiver is a passive listener that only receives signals. In contrast, in a wireless charging system, receivers interact with each
other. A receiver not only accepts power, but also reflects power
back to the transmitters and other receivers. The presence of a receiver affects the magnetic field observed by other receivers and
transmitters. As a result, adding, removing, or moving just a single receiver in the system affects all of the other receivers, which is
not the case in RF communication systems. In fact not accounting
for these interactions can lead to large errors in shaping the magnetic field and consequent charging failures, as we show in §7.2.
One therefore needs to account for these fundamental differences
between the models of multi-user RF channels and multi-receiver
magnetic channels, while formulating and solving the magnetic
charging problem.
This paper introduces MultiSpot, a multi-coil power transmitter
that can beam its magnetic field toward multiple power receivers
simultaneously. MultiSpot formulates the multi-receiver magnetic
charging problem and derives a solution whose equations account
for inter-receiver interactions. By shaping the magnetic field into
beams and focusing them towards the receivers, MultiSpot can significantly increase the range of multi-receiver wireless charging.
Further, by steering the beams with receiver motion and orientation,
MultiSpot can accommodate a flexible charging pattern capable of
charging a smartwatch on the user’s wrist, a phone in her hand, and
a tablet in her purse.
MultiSpot has three key features:

Contributions: 1) A provably optimal solution to maximize power
transfer to multiple receivers by shaping the magnetic field of a
multi-coil power transmitter. 2) An implementation and empirical evaluation with off-the-shelf devices including smart phones,
a smart watch, and a tablet. 3) Empirical results showing that MultiSpot’s magnetic coupling can charge mobile phones and wearables up to 50 cm and in flexible orientations.

2.

R ELATED W ORK
Wireless power transfer has spread across a vast array of fields
expanding the capabilities of devices such as phones [4, 17], wearables [18], medical implants [19, 20], electric vehicles [21], sensors [22, 23], etc.
The standard approach for wireless charging of consumer devices is based on magnetic coupling. In fact, magnetic coupling
is used in all commercial wireless chargers for phones and smartwatches [3, 24], as well as current industry standards [6, 7]. Earlier
products have used inductive magnetic coupling [17], but recent
ones are moving to magnetic resonance, which yields higher efficiency [25]. Commercial chargers however are highly limited in
both range and flexibility. They require the user to carefully place
her charged devices on the charging pad and have them perfectly
aligned with the pad [4, 5, 16], as in Fig.1a.
Academic research has taken important steps towards wirelessly
delivering power to multiple receivers using magnetic coupling. We
distinguish between two classes of work: The first class can deal
with a small receiver coil that fits in the back of a phone or the strap
of a smartwatch and achieve a maximum distance of 10 cm [26, 27,
28, 29]. The second class can deliver power at larger ranges up to
30cm [30, 31, 32], but they require large receiver coils that could

1. MultiSpot is analytically proven to maximize the power delivered to
the receivers. Said differently, given an input power and a particular
topology of the transmit and receive coils (and hence their resulting
magnetic couplings), MultiSpot delivers a closed-form solution that
sets the charging parameters to guarantee maximum power delivery
to the receivers’ coils.
2. MultiSpot’s solution is adaptive. It adjusts to movements of the receivers and re-converges to the optimal solution. In our implementation, MultiSpot adapts to receivers’ movements in just a few milliseconds.
3. A MultiSpot charger can beamform without any communication
or coordination of the receivers, despite the fact that MultiSpot’s
beamforming is impacted by the interactions between the receivers
(i.e., their inter-receiver magnetic couplings). The MultiSpot transmitter passively infers all needed information based on the reflected
power it observes at the Tx coils.
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not possibly fit on the back of a phone or wearable. In addition, both
classes assume the receiver coil is aligned with the transmitter coil,
and do not deal with different receiver orientations with respect to
the transmitter. In practice, however, the user cannot benefit from an
increase in charging distance if she has to hold her device on top of
the charging pad and maintain a perfect alignment with the charger.
MultiSpot is unique in that it adapts the shape of the magnetic field
according to the location and orientation of the receivers by constructively combining the magnetic fields of multiple Tx coils. This
allows MultiSpot to reduce the size of the receiver coil to fit on
phones and wearables, while supporting larger ranges and flexible
receiver orientations.
Researchers have also explored using multiple transmit coils to
beamform the magnetic field to receivers. In fact, MultiSpot is inspired by MagMIMO’s techniques [1]. However, as described earlier in Sec. §1, MagMIMO does not work in the presence of more
than one receiver, while MultiSpot is designed to work with any
number of receivers. We show in experiments (Sec.§7) that when
two receivers are separated from each other, MagMIMO cannot
charge them.
Very recently, another work was accepted for publication, which
also uses multiple transmit coils, and examines the possibility of
combining their fields at up to 2 receivers [33]. While the work
demonstrates the potential of multi-user charging, it presents an optimal solution only for a single receiver, and uses brute force exploration to determine the optimal solution for two receivers. Further,
the work presents an implementation only for the single receiver
case, and uses simulation for the two-receiver case. In contrast,
MultiSpot presents an optimal solution for any number of receivers.
Further, MultiSpot is implemented and empirically evaluated for up
to 6 receivers.
We also note that there have been recent proposals of wireless
charging using physical phenomena other than magnetic coupling.
Ultrasound [11], lasers [12], and power delivery via RF radiation [9,
10] have been proposed by startup companies. However, none of
these companies have published their technologies nor offered a
product. Furthermore, ultrasound charging is limited to line-ofsight scenarios and will be disrupted if the phone is not directly in
front of the charger [34]. It can also negatively affect pets who hear
some types of ultrasound [35]. Lasers can cause damage to one’s
eyesight [13], and delivering power to mobile devices via RF radiation at hundreds of MHz to GHz heats up water which composes
most of a human body, similarly to how a microwave oven cooks
food [14].3 Beyond the safety problems, it is also unclear how these
technologies can be compliant with FCC regulations.

3.
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Figure 2: Single-Coil Tx, Single Rx Schematic

onance [25], in which they add a capacitor to the transmitter and
receiver circuits and make them resonate at the same frequency.
The oscillations cause the circuits to resonate back and forth without consuming much energy. Magnetic resonance is the underlying
power transfer mechanism used in MultiSpot.

3.1

Circuit Equations

Magnetic coupling and the resulting power transfer can be mathematically described via basic circuit equations [37].
Single Coil System: Consider the system in Fig. 2, which shows a
single coil transmitter and a single receiver. Let us write the equations that describe this system. As we do so, we will take into account that in magnetic resonance, the inductance and capacitor are
chosen so that their impacts cancel each other at the resonant fre1
= 0). Thus, we can ignore those terms.
quency (i.e., jωL + jωC
We can describe the system in Fig. 2 using two equations. The
first equation determines how a current in the transmit coil, IT ,
induces a current in the receive coil, IR , i.e.:
ZR IR = jωM IT

(1)

where M is the magnetic coupling between the transmit and receive
coils, ZR is the impedance of the receiver and ω is the resonant
frequency.
The above equation would have been sufficient to describe the
system if one could directly apply a current to the transmit coil.
Unfortunately, in practice, one has to use a voltage source instead.
Thus, we need a second equation that determines the relationship
between the voltage one applies to the transmitter, VT and the resulting transmitter current, IT .
For the circuit in Fig. 2, we have: VT = ZT IT − jωM IR , where
ZT represents the impedance in the transmitter. Note in this equation how the current in the receiver induces a voltage back on the
transmitter via the same magnetic coupling M . We can further substitute IR from Eq. (1) to obtain:

VT = ZT + ω 2 M 2 /ZR IT .
(2)

P RIMER

In this section, we explain how magnetic coupling works at a
high level. In this approach, the transmitter coil is driven by an AC
current to generate an oscillating magnetic field. When another conductive coil is placed within range of the transmitter, some of the
magnetic field passes through the center of its coil. This field induces an AC current on the receiver, which can be used to power
the device.
To boost the efficiency of power transfer, state-of-the-art systems
and industrial standards [6, 7], use a technique called magnetic res-

Together Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) describe the single-coil charging
system.
Multi-Coil System: The above two equations can be generalized
to the case of multiple transmitter coils and multiple receiver coils,
shown in Fig. 3a. The difference is that now every pair of coils
has magnetic coupling between them. Specifically, there are three
types of couplings: MT ik between transmitter i and k, Miu between transmitter i and receiver u, and MRuv between receiver u
and v.
We can update Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) to account for the additional
coupling between transmitter coils, and between receiver coils. Re-

3
To see how delivering power via RF radiation to a phone might
be dangerous, let us do a rough calculation. Say that a standard
phone requires at least 1W to turn on charging, and it has an area
of 5cm×10cm, i.e., the power density is 20mW/cm2 . As a comparison, FDA (Food and Drug Administration) enforces microwave
oven leakage to be below 5mW/cm2 in order to be considered
safe [36].
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Figure 3: Circuit Schematic and Denotations of a Multi-Coil Tx, Multiple Rx Wireless Power Delivery System

ceiver u’s circuit equation becomes:
X
X
jωMiu IT i
ZRu IRu +
jωMRuv IRv =

At first blush, it might seem that one can build a wireless power
hotspot by beamforming the magnetic field to one receiver at a
time using MagMIMO [1], and iterating between receivers using
a TDMA style MAC. Unfortunately MagMIMO intrinsically assumes only one receiver. If multiple receivers are nearby, they all
couple with each other and the transmitter coils. As a result, MagMIMO cannot discover the coupling due to each receiver (i.e., the
magnetic channel to the receiver [1]) and hence cannot compute
the beamforming parameters correctly. In fact MagMIMO would
not know whether there is a single or multiple receivers. One could
also try to add out-of-band communication (via WiFi or Bluetooth)
to coordinate receivers, turn some receivers off so that at any point
in time there is coupling only from one receiver, synchronize the
receivers as they turn on and off, and have receivers detect any motion and inform each other so that they may re-estimate coupling.
Such an approach is excessively complex and high overhead, and is
not even clear how one can extend this idea into a full system.
Below we describe a design that requires neither receiver coordination nor out-of-band communication. It operates entirely on the
transmitter allowing it to shape the magnetic field in multiple beams
focused on the receivers, in a manner that is analytically proven to
maximize power delivery.

(3)

i
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while the transmitter voltage at coil i is:
X
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For convenience, we rewrite Eq. (3) and (4) in matrix form:
Rx Equation:
Tx Equation:

~iR = jωZ −1 M~iT
R


~
~v T = Z T + ω 2 M > Z −1
R M iT

(5)
(6)

where the matrix and vector denotations are defined in Table 3b.4
Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) are sufficient to describe the multi-coil system
in Fig. 3a. Specifically, Eq. (5) describes what receiver current ~iR
we will get if a transmitter current ~iT is applied, thus we call it the
Receiver Equation. Eq. (6), on the other hand, shows what voltage
~v T we need to apply in order to obtain transmitter currents ~iT , so
we name it the Transmit Equation. These two equations describe the
most fundamental relationships in our multi-Tx multi-Rx system,
and are the basis of all of the following conclusions of MultiSpot.

4.

4.1

Optimizing Power Delivery to Receivers

In wireless communication systems, such as MU-MIMO, beamforming effectively combines the signals constructively at the receivers so that the received signal gets maximized. This is achieved
by carefully setting the transmitter signal according to the wireless
channels. Similar concepts can be applied to wireless power delivery systems. However, to beamform in MultiSpot, we need to answer two questions. What exactly are the “signals” and “channels”?
And how do we maximize the power of the received signal?

M ULTI S POT

MultiSpot is a new technology for charging multiple devices
wirelessly via magnetic resonance. It uses multiple transmit coils,
which could be built into a desk mat to deliver a user experience
analogous to a mini hotspot –i.e., when the user sits at her desk,
all of her electronic gadgets start receiving power automatically.
MultiSpot’s design is mainly focused on the transmitter side. The
receiver design follows that of standard wireless charging circuits,
which can be built into the sleeve of a phone or the strap of a smartwatch.

(a) Magnetic Channel: The Receiver Eq. (5) provides us a way to
analogously define magnetic channels. Specifically, if we analogize
currents to signals, the transmitted and received signals will be ~iT
and ~iR . Therefore, the coefficient between them is the magnetic
channel, i.e.:
~iR = H~iT , where H = jωZ −1 M
R

4

Note that similar to the single-Tx single-Rx case, Eq. (6) is obtained by first rewriting Eq. (4) into ~v T = Z T ~iT − jωM >~iR and
then substituting ~iR using Eq. (5).

(7)

Note that the magnetic channel H is different from the channel
matrix in MU-MIMO, where it is simply a concatenation of in-
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dividual channels between every pair of transmitter and receiver.
Rather, in MultiSpot, it is the multiplication of two parts: H =
H Rx−Rx H Rx−T x where H Rx−Rx = Z −1
R contains receiverreceiver couplings and H Rx−T x = jωM contains transmitterreceiver couplings. Physically, these two sub-channel matrices describe two processes that occur in multi-TX-coil multi-receiver
power transfer system: H Rx−T x characterizes the induced power
on the receivers from transmitters, while H Rx−Rx captures the redistribution of transmitted power among receivers due to receiverreceiver coupling.
(b) Maximizing Received Power: The challenge becomes how
to set the transmitter signals, (i.e., ~iT ), so that the received power
is maximized. This question can be formulated as an optimization
problem that maximizes the received power PR , under the constraint of a total input power P .
The received power PR can be written as the summation of the
power delivered to each receiver, i.e.:
∗

PR = ~iR RR~iR ,

source instead. Therefore, we need to convert these currents to their
corresponding voltages so that they are directly applicable to the Tx
coils via standard voltage sources.
Fortunately, the Transmitter Eq. (6) that relates transmitter currents to voltages was derived in §3.1. Specifically, the set of voltages that we need to apply to the Tx coils is:


2
> −1
~ bf
~v bf
(12)
T = ZT + ω M ZR M iT .
In summary, maximizing power delivery requires two steps:
1. Calculate the beamforming currents, ~i bf
T.
2. Convert the currents to voltages by ~v bf
T , and apply the voltages to
the transmitter coils.

4.2

In the previous section, we showed how a MultiSpot charger
could beamform. However, two steps are needed to beamform, both
of which require information that resides on the receivers, and is
unavailable at the transmitter.

(8)

where ~iR is a vector of the receiver currents. The superscript (∗ )
denotes conjugate transpose, and RR is a diagonal matrix whose
entries are the resistances of each receiver.5
The input power can be written as the total power dissipated on
the transmitter and receivers, i.e., P = PR + PT . This is because
power does not disappear, and hence must either be delivered to the
receivers, or be consumed on the transmitters. Thus:
∗
∗
P = PR + PT = ~iR RR~iR + ~iT RT ~iT ,

• In the first step, the beamforming currents, ~i bf
T , are calculated via
Thm. 4.1, which is strictly dependent on knowing H ∗ RR H.
Recall, however, that the channel contains receiver-receiver couplings, unknown to the transmitter.
• In the second step, the beamforming voltages, ~v bf
T , are computed using Eq. (12), which depends on knowing (Z T +
ω 2 M > Z −1
R M ). Z T contains only transmitter specific parameters (i.e., transmitter to transmitter couplings and impedances)
and hence can be estimated a priori in a factory setting (for details, see Appendix D). However, the matrix (ω 2 M > Z −1
R M)
contains receiver-receiver couplings and receiver impedances.
This matrix which we denote Y = ω 2 M > Z −1
R M is unknown
a priori to the transmitter (and changes with time because the
coupling depends on receiver position).

(9)

where RR and RT are diagonal matrices of transmitter and receiver resistances.
Now, we can re-write the optimization problem that maximizes
power transfer by substituting the received power and the input
power by their values from Eq. (8) and Eq. (9). We also substitute
the received currents from Eq. (7), ~iR = H~iT . Thus, our optimization problem becomes: Find the transmit currents that satisfy:
n ∗
o
∗
~i bf
~
~
T = arg max iT H RR H iT
(10)
∗
∗
conditioned on: ~iT RT ~iT + ~iT H ∗ RR H~iT = P,

Thus, beamforming requires estimating H ∗ RR H and Y , both
of which involve receiver dependent information. So, how can a
MultiSpot transmitter estimate these matrices without explicit information from the receivers?

where ~i bf
T denotes the set of currents that beamforms.
In Appendix A, we prove that the solution to this optimization
is:

Estimating Y : Let us first consider estimating Y . The Transmitter Eq. (6) can be rewritten as ~v T = (Z T + Y ) ~iT , where the
only unknown coefficient is Y because Z T is measured during
pre-calibration. By applying voltages and measuring the resulting
currents on the Tx coils, we can estimate the coefficient between
them. Since both ~v T and ~iT are vectors of length n, we need to
repeat the measurement process n times before applying matrix inversion, where n is the number of Tx coils. More formally, if one
(1)
(n)
applies n different sets of voltages ~v T , · · · , ~v T and measures the
(1)
(n)
corresponding currents ~iT , · · · , ~iT , one can estimate Y by:

T HEOREM 4.1. The following transmitter current vector will
maximize the received power:
~i bf = c · maxeig(H ∗ RR H)
T
∗

Eliminating Need for Receivers’ Communication

(11)
∗

where maxeig (H RR H) is the eigenvector of H RR H that corresponds to the largest real eigenvalue λ, and c is a normalization
scalar defined in App. A. Specifically, the maximal delivered power
λ
P.
is equal to λ+1

i h (1)
i
h
(n) −1
(1)
(n)
− ZT
Y = ~v T ··· ~v T · ~iT ··· ~iT

This theorem guarantees that MultiSpot maximizes the power delivered from the transmitter coils to the receiver coils. This means
that for the same hardware and any given relative locations of transmitter and receiver coils, no other algorithm can deliver more power
than what is specified by the theorem.

(13)

Estimating H ∗ RR H: After obtaining Y , we are still left with
the problem of estimating H ∗ RR H. Recall that H = jωZ −1
R M,
which means both transmitter-receiver couplings and receiverreceiver couplings need to be estimated. Unlike the matrix Y however, which can be estimated at the transmitter using measurements
of ~v t and ~iT , there is no way to measure H at the transmitter.
Fortunately, MultiSpot does not need to estimate H. Instead, we
show that a MultiSpot transmitter can estimate the matrix product

(c) Applying the Beamforming Solution: The solution from
Thm. 4.1 would be sufficient if one could directly apply the currents to the coil. However, in practice, one has to use a voltage
5
If a receiver is not fully resistive, i.e., its impedance ZRu has an
imaginary component, then RRu = Real(ZRu ).
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1 MultiSpot Algorithm

e . In
To start the algorithm randomly assigns an initial matrix to Y
each iteration, the algorithm calculates the beamforming currents
and converts them to beamforming voltages, which it applies to the
transmitter coils.
Next (Line 5), the algorithm measures the currents on the transe is accurate, the measured currents should be equal
mit coils. If Y
to the currents that beamform (~i bf
T ). Otherwise the algorithm uses
the mismatch between the measured and expected currents and the
e (Line 7).
resulting mismatch in voltages to update its estimate of Y
It should be clear from the update rule in Line 7 that if nothing changes (e.g., no receiver moves), no update will occur and the
beamforming is unmodified. Further, the theorem below guarantees
that when a change occurs, the algorithm quickly converges to the
optimal beamforming solution.

e ← rand(n × n)
e can be initialized to any matrix
1: Y
Y
2: while true do
e
3: ~i bf
T = c · maxeig(Real(Y ))

 compute beamforming currents
~i bf
e
4:
Apply ~v bf
=
Z
+
Y
beamform
T
T
T
5:
Measure ~iT on the transmitter
~
6:
∆~iT ← ~i bf
T − iT
~
~
7:
if ∆iT 6= 0 then
 if the channel changes
>
e ←Y
e + ∆~vT ∆~vT , where ∆~v T = (Z T + Y
e )∆~iT
8:
Y
~
∆~
v>
i
T T

e
 update Y

9:
end if
10: end while

e 6= Y , then Alg. 1 is guaranteed to upT HEOREM 4.3. If Y
e
date Y to Y in less than n iterations, where n is the number of
transmitters.

H ∗ RR H as a whole; and it can do so completely passively. Further, we can relate H ∗ RR H to something we have already measured, namely Y . Specifically, we prove in Appendix B the following theorem:

Thm. 4.3 is formally proven in Appendix C. Thm. 4.3 not only
proves convergence but it puts an upper bound on the time to convergence. The convergence time is bounded only by the number of
transmit coils, and is independent of the number of receivers. 6 In
our implementation where the transmitter uses a standard microcontroller, each iteration in Alg. 1 can be finished in less than 1ms.
When there is any movement, the algorithm takes about 5ms to converge to the new set of channels. This speed is more than sufficient
for our application.

T HEOREM 4.2. Define Real(·) as the real part of a matrix, then
H ∗ RR H = Real(Y )
where H =

jωZ −1
R M

2

and Y = ω M

>

(14)

Z −1
R M.

Since we have already shown how to compute Y , the above theorem allows us to compute H ∗ RR H by taking its real part.
Therefore, we have developed a method to estimate all needed
parameters solely on the transmitter, without any communication
or feedback from the receivers.

4.3

4.4

Power Distribution Among Receivers

The previous section presents an algorithm that adaptively delivers maximal power to the receivers. But how does the solution distribute this power among the various receivers? In order to gain insight into power distribution, we discuss three representative cases.

Adaptive Beamforming

Next, we would like to ensure that MultiSpot can smoothly adapt
to receiver motion and receivers entering and leaving the system.
This is particularly important for wearable receivers which tend to
be highly dynamic, e.g., a smartwatch on a user’s wrist.
When receivers move (or are added/removed), the magnetic couplings change across all devices, leading to new values for H and
Y . One could address this problem by repeatedly estimating Y and
H ∗ RR H, as explained in §4.2. This, however, would be suboptimal since estimating Y from scratch requires the MultiSpot charger
to stop beamforming and apply other voltages in order to obtain
enough measurements as required by Eq. (13). Furthermore, since
the transmitter does not know when receivers move, it is left with
a difficult choice: Either it can repeat the estimation infrequently,
which would be inefficient in scenarios with lots of motion, or it
can repeat the estimation, often leading to frequent and unnecessary interruptions in beamforming when the receivers are static.
In this section, we propose an adaptive algorithm, which we call
adaptive beamforming, that addresses the conflict: It uninterruptedly beamforms whenever the receivers remain static, and seamlessly and quickly adapts when any receiver moves.
The key idea is that instead of estimating Y from scratch, which
would interrupt beamforming, the adaptive algorithm iteratively
computes the new Y . In each iteration, the algorithm computes
an incremental update to Y that satisfies the following two constraints: 1) If no receiver moves, the update is zero; and 2) If any
receiver moves, the update rule is guaranteed to move Y toward its
true value and converge to the true value within a small number of
steps.
Alg. 1 outlines MultiSpot’s adaptive beamforming. For clarity,
e to denote the algorithm’s estimate of the true Y matrix.
we use Y

• In the first scenario, we consider identical receivers from the perspective of wireless charging – i.e., receivers with the same battery level, distance, and orientation with respect to the transmitter, and hence the same magnetic coupling. In this case, all receivers are allocated equal amounts of power. This is because the
system is symmetric with respect to the receivers and hence an
even power distribution yields the optimal solution.
• In the second scenario, we consider receivers that have the same
battery level (i.e., the same demands for charging), but different magnetic couplings. Physically, this can be caused by some
receivers being placed closer to the transmitter than others, with
more favorable orientations, or simply having a larger coil. Either
way, the receivers with stronger magnetic coupling will receive
more power. This property is similar in spirit to resource allocation in typical networking systems. For example, TCP flows with
shorter RTTs and WiFi clients with higher SNRs receive higher
data rates.
• In the final case, we consider what happens as some receivers
approach a fully charged battery while others are still in need
for charging. We argue that in this case the MultiSpot charger
naturally reduces the power allocated to the more charged receivers, diverting that power to those receivers who are still in
need for wireless power. Specifically, consider two receivers with
the same magnetic coupling, one of which is fully charged while
the other has a low battery level.
6
It is worth noting that a MultiSpot charger does not need to know
the number of receivers to run Alg. 1. The charger has enough information to infer the number of receivers, which is equal to the
rank of Y .
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Tx 1

This converter allows the controller circuit to flexibly control both
the amplitudes and phases of the voltages applied to the transmit
coils.
The receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 4(b). It has an impedance
matching network designed to maximize the power that gets delivered to the device. This is followed by a full bridge rectifier which
converts the AC signal into a DC voltage. This DC voltage passes
through a DC-DC voltage regulator that converts the input voltage
to a constant 5V. This allows the power to be distributed across a
USB port so that the receiver can support a large variety of unmodified devices that can be charged via USB, including most phones,
tablets and wearables.

Rx

Power Converter

Micro
Controller

Tx 2
Power Converter

Tx n

Impedance
Matching

AC/DC Rectifier

Power Converter

Measurement Circuits

(a) Tx Diagram

DC/DC
Regulator

6.

(b) Rx Diagram

Metrics: We define distance as the distance between the nearest
point on the receiver coil and the transmitter coils. For example, if
a receiver is in the same plane of the transmitter but outside the area
that the transmitter coils cover, then the distance is from the edge
of the receiver to the edge of the nearest transmitter coil.
We define charging time ratio as the ratio between the time taken
to wirelessly charge a phone from dead to full battery, to the time it
takes a wall plug to do the same. For multiple phones, the charging
time ratio reported is the largest time ratio of all involved phones,
i.e., it is the charging time of the phone that takes longest to charge.
We define orientation as the angle between the plane of the receiver coil and the plane of the transmitter coils.

Figure 4: Circuit Diagram of MultiSpot’s Tx and Rx

When the battery is charged, the device needs very little power
so it does not accept current. In this case the receiver circuit can
be approximated by an open circuit, i.e., IR ≈ 0 for that receiver [38]. As a result, the receiver does not reflect power toward the transmitter. Therefore, the MultiSpot transmitter will
not sense this receiver or beamform to it. In general, the progression from accepting current when the receiver has low battery
levels to not accepting current when it is fully charged is gradual. Therefore, the algorithm gradually allocates less power to
devices that are more charged.

Baselines: We compare the following systems:

To validate this intuition, we test each of the above situations
experimentally in §7.

5.

E VALUATION E NVIRONMENT

• Commercially available multi-device wireless chargers: Duracell Powermat [4], Energizer Qi [5] and LUXA2 [16]. Each of
them requires a proprietary receiving case, which we attach to
the phone during the experiments.
• State-of-the-art Prototype. Specifically, we choose the WiTricity
WiT-5000 prototype [15] that charges multiple devices. Since the
prototype is not publicly available, we extract the data from their
technical sheet [15].
• Idealized Selective Coil: This baseline uses the same 6 Tx coils
as MultiSpot, but given a set of receivers, it identifies the best
Tx coil for each receiver, and divides the input power equally between the set of best Tx coils. For example, given two receivers,
it identifies the best Tx coil for the first receiver, and the best Tx
coil for the second receiver, and divides the power between those
two Tx coils.
We note that this baseline requires an oracle to decide which Tx
coil would deliver the maximum power to each receiver. Specifically, one cannot identify the Tx coil that has the best magnetic
coupling to a receiver in the presence of other receivers. Hence,
to implement this system, for each receiver, we physically remove the other receivers and measure the receiver coupling to
the transmitter. While this is hard to do in a real-world setup,
the baseline provides insights about how well one can do by distributing the input power between the best performing Tx coils.
• Our MultiSpot prototype described in §5.
• MagMIMO [1] using the same Tx coils as MultiSpot.

I MPLEMENTATION

We have built a prototype of MultiSpot to charge electronics in
an office scenario. Our setup is similar to past work [1]. Specifically, the transmitter is composed of 6 copper coils and is mounted
to the bottom of an office desk. Each transmit coil covers an area of
0.05m2 , which collectively cover an area of 0.38m2 . The transmitter can be attached to a regular office desk with metallic, plastic and
wood contents. The only restriction of the system is that the desk
surface must not be conductive.7 Each phone receiver contains a
single copper coil, of area 0.005m2 , that is embedded into a sleeve
that attaches to the back of the device. As for the smartwatch, we
embed the coil into the band of the watch.
In our implementation, the transmitter and receivers resonate at
1MHz, as in [1], which is within the frequency range of common
wireless charging systems [15, 6, 7]. In addition, the setup is compatible with FCC regulations including part 15 and part 18.
The transmitter’s architecture is shown in Fig. 4(a). MultiSpot drives 6 transmit coils to beamform a magnetic field towards
the receivers. The output voltage and current of each coil are measured by the measurement circuit. This circuit employs quadrature
mixers, AD8333 [40], to acquire the phase and amplitude of each
signal and output them to the microcontroller. The microcontroller
platform, Zynq 7Z010 [41], takes as input these amplitudes and
phases and runs MultiSpot’s algorithm. Every time Alg. 1 receives
new measurements, it updates its estimates accordingly, and calculates the new voltages needed to beamform. It then sends the new
set of voltages to the controller circuits which apply them to the
transmit coils using a Class D Full Bridge Power Converter [42].

We note that the input powers of Duracell Powermat [4], Energizer Qi [5], LUXA2 [16], and WiTricity WiT-500 [15] are 15W,
18W, 22W, and 24W, respectively. Since these baselines have different input powers, we set the input power of MultiSpot, selective
coil, and MagMIMO to the mean of those values, i.e., 20W.

7
Conductive materials as large as the desk surface might negatively
affect MultiSpot’s performance. This is a standard assumption required by magnetic wireless power delivery and can be found in
research papers [1] and commercial systems [39].

Setup: All experiments are performed in an office environment.
The charger is placed on a standard office desk. Unless specified
otherwise, the charged devices (e.g., phones) are held using config-
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Figure 5: Charging Time Ratio vs. Distance from Charger. Each
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Figure 6: Comparison with MagMIMO: Scenario 1: two receivers 5cm apart and both 25cm away from the transmitter; Scenario 2: two receivers 60cm apart and both 10cm away from the
transmitter; Scenario 3: two receivers 60cm apart and both 20cm
away. The figure shows that MagMIMO works well for co-located
receivers, but can completely fail if the receivers are far apart.
urable arms which allows us to test different charging distances and
orientations.

7.

R ESULTS

7.1

Charging Time vs. Distance

−

|

|

|

/

\

we compare MagMIMO with MultiSpot. We separate this experiment from the other baselines since MagMIMO is not intended for
charging multiple devices. Still one might wonder how MagMIMO
would perform when there are multiple devices around, and how
does it compare to MultiSpot.
We use the same hardware to run MultiSpot and MagMIMO. We
use two receivers and run both MagMIMO and MultiSpot in three
different scenarios. In the first scenario, the two receivers are colocated within 5cm from each other, and both are 25cm away from
the transmitter. In the second scenario, the receivers are 60cm apart,
and both 10cm away from the transmitter. In the third scenario,
the two receivers are 60cm apart and both 20cm away from the
transmitter.
Fig. 6 shows that MagMIMO is comparable to MultiSpot only
when the two phones are co-located and hence can be considered as
one device. Otherwise, MagMIMO’s charging time becomes an order of magnitude longer than MultiSpot, or it fails to charge one of
the phones all together. The reason is that MagMIMO has no mechanism for separating the magnetic couplings of the two receivers,
and hence interprets the magnetic channels of both receivers as one
channel and tries to create one beam to charge both phones. When
the phones are adjacent, this technique works because one beam
can charge both receivers, but as this distance increases, the charging time ratio inevitably goes up. MultiSpot on the other hand, creates two beams for both receivers and is able to power both phones
regardless of the distance between them.

MultiSpot
MagMIMO

Scenario 1

−

Figure 7: Charging Time vs. Orientation. We plot the charging
time ratio versus different orientations. Each group of two bars represent a combination of orientations, where “−” denotes horizontal,
“|” denotes vertical, while “/” and “\” denote 45◦ . All receivers are
25cm away from the charger.

0

We evaluate MultiSpot’s ability to charge multiple phones at various distances from the transmitter. We run each experiment with 2
phones because the commercial baselines are constrained to charging 2 receivers. The distance of both receivers is increased from
2cm to 50cm together. At each distance, multiple experiments are
run with different receiver positions and orientations.
Fig. 5 shows the charging time ratio of MultiSpot and the baselines as a function of the distance from the charger. At near distances (0-10cm), MultiSpot’s charging time is comparable to a
wired charger. It starts to increase at mid-range to far-range. MultiSpot reaches as far as 50cm. Comparing with the baselines, MultiSpot has much larger range, and shorter charging time at the
same range. The commercial baselines (Energizer, LUXA2, Duracell) and development prototype (WiT-5000) are constrained to
less than 5cm. Even when compared to the idealized selective-coil,
MultiSpot reaches much larger range. And even within the same
range, MultiSpot’s charging time is on average 3x smaller than that
of idealized selective coil.

7.2

Rx 1
Rx 2

7.3

Charging Time vs. Orientation

We investigate MultiSpot’s performance with different receiver
orientations. For all experiments, the distances of both receivers is
fixed to be 25cm, while their orientations are varied. We test four
scenarios: both phones horizontal, one horizontal and one vertical,
both vertical, and both at 45◦ tilt.
The results in Fig. 7 show that the time that MultiSpot’s performance is almost orientation agnostic. Although there are some
variations in the charging time ratio between different orientation
scenarios, but the difference remain relatively small. For example,
charging two horizontal phones take about 2x wired charging time,
while two vertical phones take 2.3x wired charging time.

7.4

Performance vs. Number of Receivers

Next, we evaluate MultiSpot’s performance along a few dimensions as the number of receivers increases.

Comparison with MagMIMO

Charging Time vs. Number of Receivers: We evaluate MultiSpot’s ability to charge different numbers of receivers. We run

MultiSpot is inspired by MagMIMO [1], which proposes magnetic beamforming to a single device. Thus, in this experiment
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Figure 8: MultiSpot’s Performance with Number of Receivers. (a) MultiSpot’s charging time ratio with up to 6 receivers; (b) MultiSpot’s
efficiency as a function of receiver number and distance to the charger. (c) MultiSpot’s maximal charging range increases with receivers.

experiments with 1, 2, 4, and 6 receivers. In each experiment, all of
the receivers are placed at the same distance from the charger, but
at random positions and orientations. To show the results we pick
three representative distances, 2cm (near range), 25cm (mid range)
and 50cm (far range). Fig. 8a shows the charging time ratio versus
number of receivers. In all cases MultiSpot is able to charge all of
the phones. However, the charging time increases with distance and
number of receivers. This is because MultiSpot needs to split more
beams when there are more receivers, so the power that is carried
in each beam will go down with more receivers.
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Wireless Keyboard
Wireless Touchpad
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5

(a) The Experimental Setup
Charging Time Ratio

Efficiency vs. Number of Receivers: We test MultiSpot’s efficiency with different locations and number of receivers. The distance of all receivers to the transmitter is fixed while the number
of receivers is increased. For a given distance and number of receivers, the positions and orientations are varied across runs. We
evaluate MultiSpot’s efficiency. Similar to past work [1], we define
efficiency as the ratio between the total received power at all receiving coils divided by the total input power at the transmitting coils.
The experiment is repeated with 3 different distances: near range
(2cm), mid range (25cm) and far range (45cm). For each range we
repeat the experiments for different number of receivers.
Based on Fig. 8b, we make a few observations:

3
2
1
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Cellphone
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Smartwatch Keyboard

TouchPad

(b) Charging Time Result
Figure 9: User Experiment: MultiSpot can charge multiple types
of devices concurrently in an office desk scenario as shown in (a).

• For a single device, MultiSpot has similar or better efficiency
compared with state-of-the-art systems. For example, MagMIMO [1] reports 89% and 34% efficiency with single device
at 2cm and 20cm, while MultiSpot’s efficiencies are 90% and
38% at 2cm and 20cm, At near range, MultiSpot’s efficiency is
better than commercial systems. For example, WiTricity WiT5000 [15] reaches its best efficiency (90%) at 0.6cm, while MultiSpot has 90% efficiency at a larger distance (2cm).
• We also find it interesting that the system efficiency increases
with the number of receivers. For example, at 45cm the efficiency
increases from 14% with single device to 43% with 6 receivers.
This effect is more apparent when the receivers are at mid-range
and far-range. The reason is that the more receivers are around,
the more magnetic flux can be picked up by the receivers. This
happens because the beams are relatively wide, and hence when
there are more receivers, they can collectively pick up more energy.

devices, we put all phones horizontally above the coils and find the
maximal z distance. Different phones are aligned and spaced vertically.
Fig. 8c shows the maximal charging range vs. the number of receivers. The maximum range does indeed increase with the number
of receivers. From one receiver to two receivers, the distance increases by 10cm. With 4 phones, the extension of range is 17cm.
In particular, because of the magnetic coupling between the receivers, one receiver might induce power on another receiver. In
this case the receiver acts as a power relay, extending the maximal
range of power delivery.

7.5

User Experiment

The goal of this experiment is two-fold: first, we want to ensure
that MultiSpot works with a diversity of devices; second, we want
to show that MultiSpot could charge all devices while the user is
interacting with them or moving them.
We use the same setup as used by other experiments. However,
we involve a variety of receiver devices. Specifically, we have tested
cellphones (iPhone 4s/5s/6, Nexus 4, Samsung Galaxy S4/S5, HTC
Evo and Motorola Droid X2), tablets (Samsung Glaxy Tab 4 and
Kindle Paper White), smartwatch (Samsung Gear Live Smartwatch), wireless keyboard (Logitech K810) and wireless touchpad

Maximal Range vs. Number of Receivers: As the number of receivers increases, the efficiency of MultiSpot increases. With this
increased efficiency, it may be possible to charge a receiver at a
larger distance when more receivers are in the system. Therefore,
this experiment is aimed to find the maximum distance from the
transmitter a phone can still charge from, given a number of receivers. To get a feel of how the range increases with number of
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Figure 10: Charging Curves of Two Phones For Three Scenarios: The x-axis is charge time normalized by charge time of a wall plug to
charge from dead battery to full. The scenarios are: (a): Charging two phones from dead batteries, with the same distance (25cm); (b): Same
as (a), but with different distances (Rx1: 10cm, Rx2: 40cm). (c): Same as (a) but the two phones start with different battery levels (0%, 50%).

Normalized Power (%)

100

most exactly the same, the phones charge at the same rate, as
shown in the figure.
• Different Distances: We charge two phones with dead batteries but with different distances from the transmitter (10cm and
40cm). Fig. 10b shows the charging rate of the two phones. The
figure shows that initially, the phone closer to the transmitter
(i.e., Rx1) charges faster since it has a stronger magnetic coupling with the charger. However, once this phone is fully charged,
MultiSpot transfers the power to the second receiver (Rx2), increasing its charging rate. Said differently, when one phone is
fully charged and has no demand for power, MultiSpot automatically re-allocates the power to serve the other receiver which still
has demands.
• Different Initial Batteries: We repeat the previous experiment,
with different battery levels (0% and 50%). The results presented
in Fig. 10c show that the phone with a lower battery level charges
faster. Thus, when all other factors are the same, MultiSpot allocates more power to the device that has a lower battery level, i.e.,
the device with higher demands for power.
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Figure 11: Normalized Power vs. Motion Speed. We plot the normalized received power versus different movement speed of the receiver. The reduction of received power is less than 3% when the
speed is less than 50cm/s; it goes up to 20%-30% when the receiver
moves at 200m/s.
(Logitech T650). In each experiment, we place the keyboard and
touchpad flatly on the desk, and place the tablet against a stand.
We then ask the user to sit in front of the desk and type on the keyboard, with a cellphone in her pocket and a smartwatch on her wrist
(see Fig. 9a for a photo while the experiment is running). We measure the charging time ratio for each type of devices. We repeat the
experiment with 3 users.
Fig. 9b shows the charging time ratio of the various device types.
MultiSpot can charge all of the devices, however the charging time
ratio of each of them is different. The cellphone and smartwatch
have relatively higher charging time ratios and standard deviations.
This is because they are carried by the user, while the other devices
are static on the desk. Also, according to Fig. 9b, the cellphone
takes longer than the smartwatch to charge. This is because as the
user works, their wrist is moving above the desk while the phone
is in their pocket, so naturally the phone is on average farther away
from the coils.
Finally, we have used a temperature gun infrared thermometer [43] to monitor the temperature of the devices during the experiment. The maximal temperature increase we have measured is
4◦ C over a duration of 5 hours.

7.6

7.7

Performance vs. Motion

In this experiment, we aim to evaluate MultiSpot’s performance
with regard to the motion of the receiver. We use the same setup
as other experiments, but add controlled movements to the receiver.
Specifically, we attach the receiver to a motor which moves across
the table where the charger is mounted, and vary the speeds across
different experiments. During the experiments, the receiver is always 15cm above the table.
To measure MultiSpot’s performance, we pick 5 evenly distanced
locations in the motion’s path, measure the received power at each
location, and average them. We then normalize it by the power
when there is no motion. Fig. 11 shows the normalized power versus motion speed. We can see that MultiSpot works well with mild
receiver motion, and degrades if the speed increases. Various surveys [44, 45, 46] have suggested that the average speed of natural
human arm movements is under 50cm/s, in which case the received
power is almost unaffected (<3% degradation). If the speed reaches
200cm/s, the reduction of power is around 20%-30%.

Power Distribution among Receivers

8.

In this section, we select three representative scenarios to show
how MultiSpot distributes power among receivers. We charge two
iPhones 5s, in different scenarios:

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents MultiSpot, a power hotspot that can charge
multiple devices wirelessly and simultaneously, at distances up to
50cm. MultiSpot can be attached to an office desk, and used to
charge surrounding electronic devices. It can also charge devices
carried by the user once she is in the vicinity of a MultiSpot charger.
This allows MultiSpot to be used in more practical scenarios, where
the area of movement by the user is relatively constrained, such as

• Same Distance and Initial Battery: We put each of the two
phones 25cm away from the charger and let them charge from
a dead battery. Fig. 10a shows their charging curve, i.e., battery
percentage vs. time. Since all factors of these two phones are al-
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B.

bed-stands, car seats, coffee shops, airports waiting seats, etc. We
believe MultiSpot pushes the state-of-the-art of wireless charging
and significantly improves the user experience. Important tasks for
future work include evaluating our system for a wider range of mobile devices and applications, and allowing the system to explicitly
specify how much power is delivered to each receiver.

Let’s first  expand H ∗ RR H and Y : H ∗ RR H
=
∗
ω 2 M > Z −1
RR Z −1
=
ω 2 M > Z −1
R M , and Y
R
R M.
Recall that M is a real matrix, therefore in order to prove
H ∗ RR H = Real(Y ), what we need to prove is
∗
−1 
Z −1
RR Z −1
R
R = Real Z R
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which is proved as follows:
Proof: Note that: 1) RR is the real part of Z R , therefore,

1
ZR + ZR
RR =
2

Substituting them, we get:
∗
Eq. (15)
Z −1
RR Z −1
=⇒
R
R

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4.1

Proof: We start with converting the optimization problem to an√
~ q
other equivalent one. Specifically, if we define x
= RT ~iT , 8 then
~ bf
R−1 x
the problem becomes that we want to find ~i bf
T =
T , where
is the solution to the following:

~ bf
x
x∗ A~
x} , where A ,
T = arg max {~
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x

q
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where Z R means entry-wise conjugate of Z R ; 2) Z R is symmetric,
∗
i.e., Z R = Z >
R , thus by conjugating both sides, we get Z R = Z R .
Inverting both sides yields
∗
−1
= Z −1
(16)
ZR
R
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RR Z −1
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C.

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4.3
e gets
We prove the theorem by showing that the rank of Y − Y
reduced in every iteration, by the following lemma:

~ ∗x
~ +x
~ ∗ A~
The constraint correspondingly becomes x
x = P.
Now, since A is a positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix (recall
both RR and RT are real positive diagonal matrices), it can be
eigen-decomposed to A = QΛQ∗ , where Q is a unitary matrix
and Λ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of A. Furthermore,
all eigenvalues, λ1 , · · · , λn , are real and non-negative. If we de~ 0= Q∗ x
~ , then
~ ∗ A~
fine x
function x
x can be written
P the objective
0 ∗
0
0 2
~
as x
Λ~
x =
the constraint becomes:
i λi |xi | . Similarly,
∗
P
∗ 0
0 2
~ ∗x
~ +x
~ ∗ A~
~0 x
~ + x
~ 0 Λ~
x
x = x
x0 =
i (λi + 1)|xi | .
Therefore, we have converted our optimization problem to:
P
0 2
max P
i λi |xi |
0 2
s.t.
(λ
+
1)|x
i
i| = P
i

L EMMA C.1. For any complex symmetric matrix A (i.e., A =
A> ),any vector~
η such that ~
η > A~
η 6= 0, define ~ξ = A~
η , then
rank A −

>

~
ξ~
ξ
>
~
ξ ~
η

≤ rank(A) − 1.

Proof: Since A is a complex symmetric matrix, there exists an
Autonne-Takagi factorization [47] such that


Λ0 O
A = QΛQ> , where Λ =
O O
where Q is a n × n unitary matrix, and Λ0 is a r × r diagonal
matrix, where r is the rank of A. Now substitute this as well as
~ξ = A~
η , we get:


~ξ~ξ>
ΛQ> ~
η~
η > QΛ
A− > =Q Λ− >
Q>
(17)
~ξ ~
~
η QΛQ> ~
η
η

~ 0 is zero
Since all λi ’s are real non-negative, the optimal solution x
in every entry except the one that λi is maximal. More formally, say
~ 0 is zero on entries except
that λk = arg max{λ1 , · · · , λn }, then x
the k-th one. In this case, the maximal value that is achieved is
λk
~ 0 = Q∗ x
~ , or equivalently, x
~ = Q~
P . Recall that x
x0 . Thereλk +1
~ bf
fore, the optimal solution x
of Q
T is proportional to k-th column
√
~ = RT ~iT ,
(i.e., the k-th eigenvector of A). Substituting back x
:
we get the optimal ~i bf
q

q T
q
bf
∗
−1
−1
~i T = c · R−1 · maxeig
RT H RR H RT
T

Define ~ζ = Q> ~
η , and substitute it into Eq. (17), we get


>
Λ ~
ζ ~
ζ Λ
~ξ~ξ>
Λ0 − ~0>0 0~ 0 ~0
 Q>
ζ 0 Λ0 ζ 0
A − > = Q
~ξ ~
~0>
η
O

In this paper, to simplify the equations, we assume the transmitter
coils are identical, i.e., RT 1 = · · · = RT n = RT . In this case,
RT is proportional to an identity matrix, thus when multiplied with
another matrix, will not change it eigenvectors. Therefore, in this
∗
case, the solution is ~i bf
T = c · maxeig(H RR H). c is a scalar that
captures RT and other terms. It can be solved by substituting ~iT by
~i bf
~∗
~ ~∗ ∗
~
T to the constraint iT RT iT + iT H RR H iT = P . Note that this
does not substantially change any of the conclusions in this paper;
plugging back RT into them is straightforward.
√
8
RT is a diagonal matrix√whose diagonal entries are square root
of those of RT . Similarly, RR can be defined.

Since Q is unitary, the rank of A −
Λ0 −

>
Λ0~
ζ 0~
ζ 0 Λ0
,
>
~
ζ Λ0~
ζ
0

>

~
ξ~
ξ
>
~
ξ ~
η

is equal to the rank of

which we define as matrix B. If we define ~ζ 0 to

0

be the first r entries of ~ζ, we observe that:
>
Λ0~ζ 0~ζ 0 Λ0 ~
B~ζ 0 = Λ0~ζ 0 −
ζ 0 = Λ0~ζ 0 − Λ0~ζ 0 = ~
0
~ζ > Λ0~ζ
0
0

i.e., B is not
 full ~rank,
 such that rank(B) ≤ rank(A) − 1. There>
ξ~
ξ
fore, rank A − ~ >
≤ rank(A) − 1.
ξ ~
η
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Since Y is a complex symmetric matrix, we can set A = Y − Ỹ ,
~
~
η = ~iT , thus ~ξ = (Y
Therefore, applying the
 − Ỹ )iT = ∆~v T . 
lemma, we get: rank Y − Ỹ −

∆~
v T ∆~
v>
T
∆~
v >~
iT
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≤ rank(Y − Ỹ ) − 1.

T

This means that the rank of Y − Ỹ gets reduced by at least 1 in
each iteration. Since the initial rank cannot be larger than n, which
is the size of the matrix, then the number of iterations that is needed
cannot exceed n.

D.

P RE -C ALIBRATION
The goal of pre-calibration is to estimate Z T . It can be done immediately after manufacturing the transmitter coils where their relative positions are hardcoded. During pre-calibration, there is no receiver around, so the Transmitter Eq. (6) is reduced to ~v T = Z T ~iT .
Now, in order to estimate Z T , we need to apply n different sets of
~v T and measure the corresponding ~iT . Z T can be consequently
obtained by matrix inversion, i.e., similar to how we estimate Y in
Sec. §4.2.
10.
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